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This paper explores design options and evaluates implementations of in-network, RTP/RTSP based adap-
tation MANEs (Media Aware Network Elements) for H.264/SVC content streaming. The obvious technique
to be employed by such an adaptation MANE is to perform SVC specific bitstream extraction or trunca-
tion. Another mechanism that can be used is description (metadata) driven, coding format independent
adaptation based on generic Bitstream Syntax Descriptions (gBSD), as specified within MPEG-21 Digital
Item Adaptation (DIA). Adaptation MANE architectures for both approaches are developed and presented,
implemented in end-to-end streaming/adaptation prototype systems, and experimentally evaluated and
compared. For the gBSD based solution, open issues like the granularity of bitstream descriptions and of
bitstream adaptation, metadata overhead, metadata packetization and transport options, and error resil-
ience in case of metadata losses, are addressed. The experimental results indicate that a simple SVC spe-
cific adaptation MANE does clearly outperform the gBSD based adaptation variants. Yet, the conceptual
advantages of the description driven approach, like coding format independence and flexibility, may out-
weigh the performance drawbacks in specific applications.

� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and motivation cannot be produced (encoded) in real time and offered for con-
Today, multimedia content is accessible on diverse end devices
through a multitude of networks. Content consumers desire to re-
trieve content not only in the best supported quality, but also to
have their personal usage preferences be taken into account. This
requires content providers to offer multimedia content tailored
to a wide variety of possible usage contexts, in order to maximize
the Quality of Experience (QoE) of the individual content con-
sumer. So far, content and service providers have mostly relied
on the stream selection paradigm to address the variety of usage
contexts. This means that multiple variations of the same content
are stored in different qualities and separately offered for down-
load or streaming. However, this is inefficient since each content
variation demands for additional hard disk space. Furthermore, it
is unrealistic to assume that a variation for each possible usage
context can be provided. Rather, the content variations represent
approximate reactions to the usage contexts which might be
encountered. If a variation does not quite fit the specific usage con-
text of a content consumer, the QoE of the user will be suboptimal.

Still, this approach works for pre-stored content, e.g., in a video
on demand application; yet, it does not work well for live content,
i.e., for low-delay applications. Multiple content variations usually
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sumption in various usage contexts. In this paper, the latter, more
difficult case of (almost) live content streaming to heterogeneous
usage contexts is assumed. An example application is a video con-
ferencing system where the multi-point control unit has to cope
with the diverse devices and networks of the participants. Another
example is an application, e.g., in a soccer or tennis stadium, that
serves almost instantaneous, on-site, individual requests from
the personal devices of users for replays of exciting scenes of the
ongoing match. While transcoding is being used in such applica-
tions, this technique has inherent problems like noticeable delay
being added, particularly under heavy load, or quality degradations
and mismatches being introduced for specific end devices.

In order to better serve such situations and applications, the
developers of new media codecs have attempted to integrate adap-
tation support into the codecs. Such scalable media codecs enable
the creation of degraded versions of an original media bitstream
by simple removal of bitstream segments. Depending on which
segments are removed, the adapted version can represent a lower
quality in one or more scalability dimensions. For video, these
dimensions are typically: temporal scalability (various frame
rates), spatial scalability (various spatial resolutions), and SNR sca-
lability (various quality levels). One prominent example of such a
scalable media codec is the Scalable Video Codec (SVC) [37] which
was recently standardized as an amendment of MPEG-4 Advanced
Video Codec (AVC)/ITU-T H.264 by the Joint Video Team (JVT).

Scalable codecs thus in general provide a good basis for effi-
ciently adapting the media content to diverse usage contexts that
may even change dynamically. However, in a streaming scenario
comparison of in-network H.264/SVC adaptation, J. Vis. Commun.
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there are several options for actually deploying SVC and SVC-based
content adaptation. The options range from simple server–client
architectures to more complex delivery architectures involving
several adaptation nodes located along the content delivery path
[17] [20]. Such architectures aim at minimizing adaptation delay
by placing adaptation nodes close to the location where dynami-
cally changing usage environments are expected, e.g., in the wire-
less access networks of the end consumers. Another aim of such in-
network adaptation architectures is to save bandwidth in scenarios
where multiple consumers wish to consume the same content. In
such scenarios, a single SVC stream is delivered to the access net-
work of the content consumers and only there it is replicated for,
and adapted to, the usage environment of each consumer, thus sav-
ing bandwidth in the core network. Due to these potential benefits,
this paper investigates SVC-based video adaptation in such a mid-
network adaptation node, e.g., in a gateway or a dedicated content
adaptation node.

A standardized way of transporting multimedia data is to use
the Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [22]. In general, adaptation
of RTP streams is not achievable without an RTP translator or mix-
er, because missing packets might have a negative impact on the
streaming process [35]. Therefore special considerations have to
be made before looking at adaptation in detail. Section 3 will show
how to cope with these problems and how to enable in-network
adaptation based on RTP, basically proposing an adaptation MANE
(Media Aware Network Element) as introduced in [33].

In order to signal the rich scalability options offered by SVC and
to enable adequate content adaptation w.r.t. the actual usage con-
text, it is advantageous to base the adaptation process on content
related metadata describing the bitstream and its scaling facilities
(bitstream syntax descriptions). Such a metadata driven approach
is considered here and explored in some detail. Usually, metadata
is codec specific; however, within MPEG-21, a codec agnostic way
to describe multimedia content was developed. This option is
based on generic Bitstream Syntax Descriptions (gBSD). This tech-
nique will be briefly presented in Section 3.3, as applied to SVC.

Metadata can be provided in-band (e.g., within the video bit-
stream) or external as a description of the bitstream. While the for-
mer option was taken into account in the SVC design, i.e., in the
system and transport interface, transmitting the content related
metadata via a separate (RTP) channel is a valid approach as well,
as adopted in [17], for instance. In this paper, both approaches will
be considered. The transport mechanisms for metadata and the
usage for content adaptation in the two basic adaptation MANE
variants will be discussed in Sections 4 and 5.

Thus, in summary, this paper aims to comprehensively investi-
gate metadata driven in-network adaptation in the context of
H.264/SVC and RTP in order to find a best practice for provisioning
SVC content in dynamically changing usage environments, and to
contrast the description driven adaptation approach to a simple,
SVC specific one. Several design options for describing an SVC bit-
stream and its scalability options, for reducing metadata (gBSD)
overhead, for packeting and transporting the metadata, and for
performing the adaptation process, are presented and evaluated,
using prototype SVC streaming and adaptation systems.

The paper provides an evaluation of the adaptation approaches
under consideration and the prototype systems in three respects: a
general discussion of strengths and weaknesses of the SVC specific
and the gBSD metadata driven techniques in Section 6; a specific
investigation of the gBSD approach and optimizations in terms of
metadata overhead, metadata packetization and transport, and error
resilience in case of metadata losses in Section 7; and an extensive
evaluation of the runtime behavior (delay, jitter, and computational
load induced) of the prototype implementations in Section 8.

The experimental results indicate that the gBSD based adapta-
tion MANEs are notably inferior in performance (delay, jitter, com-
Please cite this article in press as: R. Kuschnig et al., Design options and
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putational load) to a simple SVC specific adaptation MANE, by
factors of roughly three to five times higher delay introduced and
three to five times higher computational load induced on the adap-
tation MANE.

Still, it was found that gBSD based adaptation can well be per-
formed in real time for up to 60 Mbps of throughput (30 parallel
streams of approx. 2 Mbps bit rate each) on a desktop computer.
As for delay jitter in that situation, more than 99% of the frames
encounter an additional delay due to gBSD based adaptation of less
than two frame times.

We conclude that the additional performance penalty of
description driven adaptation can be tolerated by applications that
can benefit from the conceptual advantages of the gBSD approach,
e.g., coding format independence, flexibility, and semantic adapta-
tion facilities.

2. Related work

DANAE1 (Dynamic and distributed Adaptation of scalable multi-
media coNtent in a context-Aware Environment) was a 30-month EU
IST project. The various results of the project [17] include a codec-
agnostic adaptation MANE based on MPEG-21 gBSD [20] which
was delivered as a separate RTP stream as described and evaluated
in [19]. Additionally, [38] details the SVC encoder implemented in
DANAE and describes the application of an unequal erasure protec-
tion mechanism for improved robustness. While DANAE constitutes
the foundation for the mechanisms implemented and evaluated in
this paper, our current work proposes several advances: it (1) facil-
itates and evaluates the RTP SVC payload format [35], (2) quantita-
tively compares the gBSD based adaptation approach with the SVC
specific adaptation approach, (3) provides detailed results w.r.t. de-
lay and error resilience, and (4) evaluates new mechanisms for meta-
data organization, compression, and transport.

In [4] [5], an alternative description driven adaptation approach
for SVC content is described. While this approach also relies on the
DIA framework [27], the descriptions are built using the Bitstream
Syntax Description Language (BSDL) and specify SVC bitstreams on
a more detailed level than our gBSD descriptions. A complete, opti-
mized framework for BSDL based processing and adaptation is pro-
posed. Yet, the system is destined to operate on the server before
content streamout, rather than performing dynamic, in-network
adaptation which is the focus of our work.

Wang et al. [31] present the system interface of SVC. This work
introduces, among others, the NAL and SEI mechanisms which are
the foundation for the adaptation and media-specific metadata
transport mechanisms introduced in our paper. Additionally,
Wenger et al. [34] present the transport interface and signaling
facilities of SVC, including the SVC RTP payload format [35] which
our work relies on. Different types of RTP based network elements
are described, including the concept of a mixer which is the foun-
dation of the design of our adaptation MANE. However, that paper
does not report on implementations and evaluations of such net-
work nodes that scale SVC streams.

Several other papers in [36] deal with SVC adaptation as well,
however mostly on the basis of bitstream extraction or truncation.

The work on receiver driven layered multicast [14] was the first
concept for delivering scalable (layered) multimedia content to cli-
ents using RTP and relying on IP multicast, where each layer is
transported in its own IP multicast group. As discussed in [34],
practical constraints (NAT and firewalls) lead to the concept of a
MANE, a ‘‘middlebox” in the network that aggregates for each cli-
ent one or more layers into a single RTP stream tailored to the cli-
ent’s requirements. The MANE architecture of our paper represents
comparison of in-network H.264/SVC adaptation, J. Vis. Commun.
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such a mixer device, yet with the difference that we do not assume
IP multicast facilities or IP multicast requirements; rather, for sim-
plicity, since the focus of the paper is on exploring the options for
the actual adaptation process on the MANE, a unicast scenario or
application-layer multicast is assumed.

In [10], we describe a concrete SVC adaptation MANE imple-
mentation (an application-layer proxy) on a Wireless LAN access
point, e.g., for deployment in a home scenario. Only SVC specific
adaptation is performed on that device.

3. RTSP/RTP-based in-network SVC content adaptation

RTP challenges in-network adaptation in many different ways.
We will provide an overview of how in-network SVC adaptation
can be realized using RTSP/RTP [22] [23]. The main component is
an RTSP signaling-aware RTP mixer [22], similar to the MANE con-
cept defined in [33]. An RTP mixer, as shown in Fig. 1, acts as end-
point for the incoming RTP streams and creates new outbound RTP
streams with a different Synchronization Source (SSRC). Due to this
decoupling of the RTP streams, the processing/adaptation on the
RTP mixer does not lead to inconsistent RTCP sender and receiver
reports for both sides (server–mixer, mixer–client) and does not
introduce gaps in the RTP packet sequence numbers.

The requirements on such an RTSP signaling-aware RTP mixer
(MANE) can be summarized as follows:

� Endpoint functionality. The MANE acts as an endpoint to the ser-
ver and creates new RTP streams for the client.

� Signaling awareness. The MANE needs to listen to the RTSP com-
munication to identify which RTP streams contain adaptable
content or metadata.

� Stateful operation. State has to be associated with the RTSP com-
munication/sessions and is needed for the processing of the RTP
streams.

� Security context. The MANE has to be in the security context,
otherwise it will not be able to listen to the RTSP signaling.

A detailed explanation of the MANE architecture designed for
the investigations in this paper is given in the following subsection.

3.1. Adaptation MANE architecture

Our SVC adaptation MANE (Fig. 2) acts as an RTP mixer, which
receives and delivers the video data in a single unicast RTP stream.
It receives the RTSP request from the client and creates a new RTSP
request for the actual RTSP/RTP server. The server returns a
description of the RTP streams utilizing the SDP protocol [7]. Based
on the RTSP session and SDP information, new state is created on
the MANE, which is used in the RTP mixing process. The mixing in-
Fig. 1. Simple RTP mixer.
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cludes full de-packeting of the incoming RTP streams and process-
ing/adaptation on bitstream level. After adaptation the bitstream is
packed with a new SSRC and delivered to the client. Thus, the ac-
tual processing/adaptation is performed on the application layer,
not on the network layer. In the following, the components of
the architecture are introduced.

The bitstream level adaptation component is exchangeable and
enables easy replacement of the adaptation mechanism. It is
steered by the adaptation decision taking engine (ADTE), which sup-
plies the information how to actually adapt the media bitstream.
Adaptation decision taking will not be considered in this paper,
but in general it takes the user preferences, network conditions,
terminal capabilities and natural environment descriptions into ac-
count. Previous work by the authors on ADT can be found in [11].
Similarly to the ADTE, discussions on session setup and control
using RTSP and RTCP as well as on collecting and transmitting
usage environment information are beyond the scope of this paper.
Some of these aspects are addressed in [10].

The RTP de-packetizer and packetizer are standard RTP compo-
nents for handling aggregation or fragmentation of the transferred
content. In the RTP payload format for H.264/SVC [35], single-
(STAP) and multi-time aggregation packets (MTAP) as well as frag-
mentation units (FU) are defined. STAP or MTAP is needed if a NAL
unit is much smaller than the maximum transmission unit (MTU).
This would result in small RTP packets and cause significant over-
head, because the packet header is large in comparison to the
transferred payload data. By aggregating several NAL units into a
single RTP packet, we can mitigate this problem. When a NAL unit
does not fit into a single RTP packet, FUs are used to split the NAL
unit into several parts each fitting into a single RTP packet. Because
of the full de-packeting/packeting inside our RTP mixer (MANE),
the adaptation process can be unaware of H.264/SVC RTP aggrega-
tion/fragmentation modes. This simplifies the implementation and
cancels out the adaptation restrictions incurred by the aggregation
modes (i.e., STAP RTP packets may restrict adaptation options to
only temporal ones), but introduces processing delay and addi-
tional load on the MANE.

The access unit (AU) aggregator and fragmenter are needed to be
compliant to the RTP marker bit semantic. Only the last packet of
an AU should have the marker bit set, so in general it has to be up-
dated after adaptation. Before packeting the adapted AU, the AU
has to be fragmented into pieces that the packetizer understands.
(In case of H.264, these are NAL units.)

3.2. SVC-specific adaptation

In this subsection, we will provide a brief introduction of SVC
with a focus on its adaptation features. SVC-specific adaptation
mainly relies on the Network Abstraction Layer Unit (NALU) head-
er which co-serves as the header of the SVC RTP payload format.
For an in-depth discussion of SVC, the reader is referred to [36].

3.2.1. Video coding layer
Similarly to other video codecs, a video encoded with SVC con-

sists of a sequence of pictures, i.e., access units (AUs). Each AU can
be further divided into coded slices, e.g., for scalability reasons as
explained below. Each AU therefore contains all data which is nec-
essary to decode exactly one picture. There are basically three dif-
ferent types of pictures. SVC adopts the concepts of intra-,
predictively- and bi-predictively-coded pictures from AVC includ-
ing hierarchical B pictures as introduced in [24], which enables
temporal scalability by dropping the leaf bi-predictively-coded
pictures.

In addition to the temporal dimension, SVC content can also be
scaled in the spatial dimension. That is, different spatial resolutions
can be embedded in the same bitstream, e.g., Common Intermedi-
comparison of in-network H.264/SVC adaptation, J. Vis. Commun.



Fig. 2. Adaptation-enabled MANE based on RTSP/RTP.
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ate Format (CIF, 352 � 288 pixels) and 4� Common Intermediate
Format (4CIF, 704 � 576 pixels). This is achieved by encoding pic-
tures as multiple coded slices, e.g., in our example above, the first
coded slice contains all information to decode the picture at CIF
resolution and the second coded slice contains the additional infor-
mation needed in order to decode the picture at 4CIF resolution.
This enables to easily reduce the spatial resolution by simply disre-
garding all coded slices belonging to the 4CIF layer. The same
mechanism can be used to achieve scalability in the quality dimen-
sion. However, in this case the additional information of the second
coded slice is not used for upsampling the picture to 4CIF resolu-
tion, but rather to enhance the visual quality (i.e., reduce the num-
ber of visual artifacts) for the CIF resolution. This type of scalability
is referred to as Coarse Grained Scalability (CGS).

All three scalability dimensions have in common that between
any two switching pictures2 only complete layers can be dropped,
i.e., the number of layers to be removed may only be changed at
those switching pictures. For scalability in the quality dimension, a
more fine granular way of scalability was desired. Therefore, Med-
ium Grained Scalability (MGS) was introduced. MGS is performed
in the same manner as CGS, however with the difference that MGS
coded slices can be individually removed, i.e., it is not needed to re-
move the complete layer.

However, in order to selectively decide which coded slice be-
longs to which temporal, spatial, or quality layer, this information
needs to be added to the coded slice, which is the aim of the Net-
work Abstraction Layer (NAL), as discussed in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.2. Parameter sets and supplemental enhancement information
Parameter Sets (PSs) and Supplemental Enhancement Informa-

tion (SEI) messages do not contain coded video data. A PS contains
information which applies to a large number of coded slices of a spe-
cific layer, where it would be inefficient to encode this information
for each coded slice. The spatial resolution of a video segment of a
specific layer is an example of information which is included in a PS.
2 Switching pictures can be I pictures or P pictures which are specially encoded to
allow layer switching. For more information the interested reader is referred to [9].
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SEI messages provide supplemental data which is not necessary
for the decoding process, but which may be helpful for the process-
ing of the bitstream, like timing information for the playout at the
client. Scalability SEI messages carry layer boundary information
which indicates the highest values of temporal level, quality level,
and dependency id (see Section 3.2.3) for all coded slices of the
media stream. Additionally, they contain bit rate information for
each layer of the scalable stream. There are special SEI messages
defined in the H.264/SVC standard for carrying user data. For large
scale deployments it is possible to register these specific SEI mes-
sages globally [37].
3.2.3. Network abstraction layer
In order to—among other things—selectively decide which

coded slices belong to which layer, the so called Network Abstrac-
tion Layer Unit (NALU) header is added in front of each coded slice.
The resulting coded slices are called Network Abstraction Layer
Units (NAL Units or NALUs). The NALU header with SVC-specific
extensions is shown in Listing 1.

In the following, we focus on those fields of the header which
are important regarding adaptation. These are the priority id
(PRID), temporal id (TID), dependency id (DID), quality id (QID),
and the discardable flag (D):

� Priority id is a 6 bit field which provides an application-specific
priority setting.

� Dependency id is a 3 bit field which provides the inter-layer
dependency for CGS and spatial scalability. NALUs with a higher
DID can depend on NALUs with a lower DID, but never the other
way around.

� Quality id is a 4 bit field which provides the quality level of an
MGS NALU. Similar to above, MGS NALUs of a higher level
depend on MGS NALUs of a lower level, thus the highest level(s)
can be removed for quality scalability.

� Temporal id is a 3 bit field which provides the temporal level
of the current NALU. The same rules as above are valid, i.e.,
the highest level(s) are to be removed first for temporal
scalability.
comparison of in-network H.264/SVC adaptation, J. Vis. Commun.
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� Discardable flag is a 1 bit flag which indicates whether the cur-
rent NALU is needed for decoding NAL units of the current pic-
ture. Additionally, if set, this NALU is not needed by any other
NALU in subsequent pictures which have a greater DID than
the current NALU, i.e., such NAL units can be discarded without
risking the integrity of higher layers with greater DID.

3.3. gBSD-based adaptation

In this subsection, we will provide a brief introduction to MPEG-
21 based, description driven adaptation with a focus on enabling
coding format independence. For an in-depth introduction into this
topic, the reader is referred to [2] [16] [29] [30].

MPEG-21 Digital Item Adaptation [27] provides a number of
normative description formats, among which the so called generic
Bitstream Syntax Description (gBSD) specification is relevant here. A
gBSD is an XML document which describes a (scalable) multimedia
bitstream enabling its adaptation in a codec agnostic way. Only the
high-level bitstream structure is described, i.e., how it is organized
in terms of packets, headers, or layers. The level of detail of this
description depends on the scalability characteristics of the bit-
stream and the application requirements. Listing 2 shows a gBSD
for an SVC access unit (frame). Each NALU of the SVC content is de-
scribed by a gBSDUnit, which provides the NALU’s length in bytes.
(Addressing of the NALUs is done consecutively in this example,
starting from the start position of the frame.) Additionally, the mar-
ker attribute indicates the TID, DID, and QID values as described
above. This gBSD also provides timing information for the gBSD it-
self and the described SVC access unit, which is used to synchro-
nize them in dynamic and distributed adaptation scenarios [18].

In the course of content adaptation, the gBSD of a media bit-
stream is transformed first, followed by the generation of the
adapted bitstream from the original one, guided by the trans-
formed gBSD. Adaptation will mainly comprise simple remove
Listing 2. Generic Bitstream Sy
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operations (of gBSDUnits and bitstream syntax elements) as well
as some update operations (of address information, for instance)
to keep the adapted bitstream standard compliant. The gBSD trans-
formation can be performed by an XSLT style sheet [39], which is
provided during session setup. Thus, the adaptation process is
moved into the domain of the codec agnostic gBSD, which enables
the actual adaptation to be independent from the coding format.
That is, an existing adaptation MANE could accommodate any cur-
rent or future scalable coding format if a valid gBSD is transmitted
with the bitstream.

The gBSD-based adaptation mechanism was originally
intended for static, server-based adaptation but was recently ex-
tended to support dynamic and distributed adaptation scenarios
[17] [20]. As such it will be evaluated in this paper as an
alternative to the codec-specific adaptation approach introduced
in Section 3.2.

4. SVC-specific adaptation MANE

Codec specific adaptation is easy to implement and features in
general high performance and scalability. For our investigations,
we use a simple codec specific adaptation mechanism, which is
common for in-network adaptation. The adaptation is done on bit-
stream level (NAL units) and does not restrict the adaptation facil-
ities. It also enables a fair comparison of the different adaptation
concepts.

Our approach to adapt H.264/SVC content extends the architec-
ture of the adaptation MANE shown in Fig. 2 by using bitstream level
adaptation based on NAL units, as shown in Fig. 3. The NAL unit
stream derived from the de-packetizer is aggregated into access
units (AUs). After aggregation, each NAL unit of the AU is adapted
with the help of the adaptation decision, which steers the adaptation
process. This adaptation decision consists of several SVC-specific
parameters describing which parts of the bitstream should be kept
and which should be filtered out. By simply matching these param-
ntax Description example.

comparison of in-network H.264/SVC adaptation, J. Vis. Commun.



Fig. 3. SVC-specific adaptation based on NAL units.

Fig. 4. Different types of metadata organization.
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eters with the fields of the NAL unit header, it is possible to adapt the
bitstream. NAL units not matching the parameters of the adaptation
decision are consecutively removed. After adaptation, the AU frag-
menter analyzes the remaining NAL units in such a manner that
the integrity of the marker bit is preserved. The resulting NAL units
are forwarded to the packetizer and sent to the client.

This solution does not require any adaptation specific metadata
and relies only on the metadata provided by the NAL unit header,
which results in little processing overhead.

5. gBSD-based adaptation MANE

Using separate metadata affects the architecture of the adapta-
tion MANE. The metadata has to be streamed and synchronized
with the media data. We will now discuss how to enable gBSD-
based in-network adaptation (see Section 3.3), which uses separate
metadata to describe the H.264/SVC content. The main concern of
this section is how to transport, signal, and synchronize this meta-
data with the multimedia content. The adaptation mechanism it-
self complies to the MPEG-21 Digital Item Adaptation standard.

We consider two different gBSD-based adaptation MANEs,
which mainly differ in terms of metadata transport. Yet, initially
the common metadata handling mechanisms, which are used in
both architectures, are discussed.

5.1. Common gBSD metadata handling

In case of H.264/SVC, the gBSD metadata ‘‘naturally” describes
access units (AUs); see Listing 2 for an example. Fig. 4 illustrates,
however, that the metadata can be structured into so-called process
units (PUs) [18], each describing either a single AU or, in an aggre-
gation mode, multiple AUs forming a group of pictures (GOP). The
metadata includes all necessary timing information needed for
synchronization. As shown in Fig. 4, each timestamp (TS) of an
AU is specified relative to the timestamp of the first AU the meta-
data describes.

When utilizing GOP-level metadata for adaptation, it is possible
to split a GOP-level gBSD PU into smaller gBSD PUs, each describ-
ing only one AU. On the one hand, GOP-level aggregation of the
gBSD metadata has a positive impact on compression since it re-
duces the metadata overhead before transmission. On the other
hand, synchronization of the media data with the metadata on
an AU basis and corresponding fine grained adaptation is facili-
tated. There is also an advantage for the error resilience of the gBSD
based adaptation systems, because the synchronization and error
recovery can be realized on the AU level instead of the GOP level.
Detailed results on compression and error resilience performance
are given in Section 7.2.
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5.2. gBSD two-stream solution

The use of a second RTP stream is a codec-agnostic way to
transport metadata. This straightforward method is easy to imple-
ment, but has some non-obvious problems which are discussed in
detail later on. The architecture as shown in Fig. 5 is similar to the
implementation in the DANAE project (see Section 2), but has some
improvements for error resilience and runtime performance of the
bitstream level adaptation component.

After session negotiation and setup, the server sends two sepa-
rate RTP streams to the MANE, one containing the video data and
the other the metadata. Metadata packetization and transport via
RTP are covered in Section 7.3. The dependencies between the
streams can be described by means of the SDP protocol decoding
dependency extension [21]. The synchronization of the video
stream and the metadata is done via the timestamps of the RTP
header. This packet-accurate synchronization is compulsory for
the gBSD adaptation process.

Each gBSD process unit (metadata) is split—in case of GOP pro-
cess units—into several AU process units. The timestamps of the AU
process units are used as input for the AU aggregation process,
which aggregates NAL units with this timestamp, to be used later
for the adaptation of the access unit. The gBSD-based adaptation
mechanism transforms the AU process unit (gBSD) under the con-
straints of the adaptation decision and adapts the AU according to
the standardized gBSDtoBin process [30]. After adaptation, the AU
is fragmented into NAL units, the packetizer handles the NAL units,
and the packets are sent to the client.

Compared to the SVC-specific adaptation based only on NAL
units as described before, the overhead introduced by this solution
is mainly the second RTP channel, the additional gBSD metadata,
and their processing (additional channel and metadata). More de-
tails will be presented in Section 8.4.

5.3. gBSD single-stream solution

Delivering metadata inside the transported media content is not
always possible. Either the multimedia codec or the RTP payload
format have to enable this feature. In case of H.264/SVC, this is pos-
sible via SEI messages which were introduced in Section 3.2.2. For
easy prototyping, an SEI message with a custom SEI payload type
can be defined and used as a metadata container. This special SEI
message will be either removed after adaptation by the MANE or
ignored by the receiver/decoder in case the video stream reaches
a client without passing an adaptation MANE. For large scale
deployments, we would advise to use user data SEI messages, which
can be registered globally.

Concerning transport, there is no separate handling in the RTP
payload format to consider. Because the SEI message is a standard
NAL unit, it will be injected into the NAL unit stream of the content
and handled like a part of the video. The synchronization is done
comparison of in-network H.264/SVC adaptation, J. Vis. Commun.
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in-band, which means that the SEI message receives the same
timestamp as the first AU it describes and precedes this AU in
the NAL unit stream. More or less, the SEI message is part of this
AU and inherits all its specifics. Therefore this solution is compat-
ible with any standard RTP implementation.

The architecture of this gBSD single-stream adaptation MANE,
as shown in Fig. 6, uses the same components as the gBSD two-
stream solution presented in Section 5.2. Only the metadata trans-
port differs. The video data and the metadata can be transmitted
over a single RTP channel. The adaptation MANE has only to extract
the metadata out of the NAL unit stream provided by the de-packe-
tizer. The remaining NAL units form the input of the access unit
aggregator. The parts in Fig. 6 marked by a hatched area are exactly
the same as in the gBSD two-stream solution. The metadata is split
and transformed, the NAL units aggregated, and fed into the gBSD
adaptation engine. After the fragmentation of the AU, the NAL units
are packed and sent. For more details on the common functionality
see Section 5.2.

This architecture inherits the problems of the two-stream solu-
tion, namely gBSD processing and metadata overhead, but simpli-
fies the synchronization between metadata and the video data by
using in-band metadata. Moreover, this approach reduces process-
ing load by utilizing only one RTP channel.
Fig. 6. gBSD single-s
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6. Comparison of SVC-specific and gBSD-based adaptation

Adaptation of scalable multimedia content is in principle a
straightforward process. (Clearly, complex tasks like content anal-
yses enabling semantic adaptation, summarization, or personali-
zation are beyond the scope of this paper.) For the actual
adaptation process, the main issue is to choose the right adapta-
tion method from the options available. A direct, SVC specific
adaptation technique as well as a more general, gBSD metadata
based approach were introduced so far. While it is possible to
compare most of the properties of these methods quantitatively
(see Sections 7 and 8), some of their features cannot be measured
and are discussed qualitatively in this section. Such features
include:

� Flexibility. Does metadata based abstraction of scalability fea-
tures result in more or more flexible ways to adapt content?

� Capability. Is it possible to do adaptation based on codec unre-
lated or semantic parameters (e.g., violence levels of scenes)?

� Adaptability. How does the system/architecture react to small/
evolutionary changes of media codecs/formats?

� Extensibility. How easily can the system/architecture be adapted
to new media codecs/formats?
tream solution.

comparison of in-network H.264/SVC adaptation, J. Vis. Commun.
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� Interoperability. Can the metadata also be used in or combined
with other systems (like MPEG-7 [8])?

The major qualitative strengths and weaknesses of the two adap-
tation approaches considered in this paper are listed as follows:

� SVC specific adaptation.
Strengths:
� Simple and fast adaptation process, inducing low delays only.
� Notion of NAL units allows handling any content in a common

fashion.

Weakness:
� Obviously only works for H.264/SVC.

� gBSD based adaptation.
Plea
(200
engths:
Str
� Codec-agnostic, i.e., works for any scalable media content

properly described by metadata.
� Semantic annotation/adaptation of content possible (e.g., vio-

lent scenes).
� Signaling of when and how to adapt is possible, such that QoE

is maximized (e.g., IDR or switching pictures).
aknesses:
We
� Induces metadata and processing overhead due to XML and

its processing.
� Separate synchronization of media data and metadata needed.

Apart from simple SVC specific adaptation, there is the possibil-
ity in H.264/SVC to utilize SEI messages, which can signal any cus-
tom information needed by a possibly more advanced SVC specific
adaptation process. But it is obvious that such a solution suffers
from the same problems as the codec agnostic approach (gBSD
based adaptation). However, it has no standards basis. Therefore,
such advanced SVC specific adaptation will not be discussed in this
paper.

In summary, it can be concluded from these initial qualitative
considerations that gBSD based adaptation has advantages in terms
of flexibility, capability and functionality in general, while it can be
assumed that the simpler, SVC specific adaptation system will excel
in performance. The specific requirements of the application and the
concrete overhead incurred by the gBSD metadata and its processing
will mainly determine which adaptation approach to deploy.
Table 1
Layer configurations used for encoding of test video streams

Encoding set
(acronym)

Base layer
(quality enh.)

1st spat. enh. layer
(quality enh.)

2nd spat. enh. layer
(quality enh.)

cgs0 CIF@30 Hz (7 CGS)
mgs0 CIF@30 Hz (7 MGS)
cgs QCIF@15 Hz (3 CGS) CIF@30 Hz (3 CGS)
mgs QCIF@15 Hz (3 MGS) CIF@30 Hz (3 MGS)
cgs2 CIF@30 Hz (3 CGS) 4CIF@30 Hz (3 CGS)
mgs2 CIF@30 Hz (3 MGS) 4CIF@30 Hz (3 MGS)
cgs3 QCIF@15 Hz (1 CGS) CIF@30 Hz (2 CGS) 4CIF@30 Hz (2 CGS)
mgs3 QCIF@15 Hz (1 MGS) CIF@30 Hz (2 MGS) 4CIF@30 Hz (2 MGS)
7. Metadata overhead and transport analysis

In this section, several options of granularity, organization, and
transport of gBSD descriptions for SVC streams are presented and
compared quantitatively, since the organization of gBSD metadata
has a great impact on bit rate overhead and error resilience and
thus will directly affect the architecture of the gBSD based adapta-
tion MANEs. The aims of this initial, static analysis are to identify
feasible solutions for description driven adaptation and to explore
ways how to deploy and improve them for in-network adaptation.
These solutions will in a next step be evaluated in terms of their
dynamic behavior and compared to the simple SVC specific adap-
tation approach (Section 8).

7.1. Test video streams

Four different well-known clips (foreman, harbour, city, deadline)
were used as a basis for the metadata analysis and were encoded
using different layer configurations and GOP sizes. The clips were
generated using the Joint Scalable Video Model (JSVM) [15] 9.8
se cite this article in press as: R. Kuschnig et al., Design options and
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software, which offers a variety of settings that have a great
influence on both the quality and the bit rate. Since our investiga-
tions focus on the adaptation mechanisms that are unaware of the
quality of the actual video, we decided to configure the encoder in
a way to get reasonable bit rates in the range of 800 to 2200 kbps
by using constant quantization parameters.

The different layer configurations are summarized in Table 1.
All of the configurations consist of eight layers which enable a
broad spectrum of adaptation possibilities. For the encoding of
the quality refinement layers, both coarse-grained and medium-
grained scalability were used.

In addition to the different layer configurations, we encoded the
clips using different GOP sizes. In the context of this paper, a GOP
size is considered to be the distance between two IDR frames, e.g.,
a GOP size of 16 means that every 16th frame is encoded as an IDR
frame. For our evaluation we considered three different GOP sizes
(16, 32 and 48) and also the possibility of using only a single IDR
frame at the beginning of the sequence (1 GOP). Although the
usage of a single IDR frame has no practical relevance in a stream-
ing scenario, it was regarded to be useful to measure the overhead
that is imposed by a certain GOP size.

7.2. Metadata overhead

In the first step of our investigation, we focused on measuring
the overhead that is introduced by the metadata. For the quantita-
tive evaluation, we generated the gBSD for each of the 96 different
coded video sequences and investigated two different fragmenta-
tion modes for the gBSD. Fragmentation is necessary since in a
streaming scenario the gBSD is too large to be transmitted as a
whole but has to be fragmented into process units (PUs). In the
case of SVC, two granularities of fragmentation are obvious: one
PU describes either a single access unit (AU) or a complete GOP.
In the AU fragmentation mode, one gBSD PU describes exactly
one AU with its corresponding NAL units. In the GOP fragmentation
mode, all AUs that belong to the same GOP are described by a sin-
gle gBSD PU.

Firstly, we investigated the bit rate of the metadata stream. It
soon turned out that using plain-text encoding of the gBSD leads
to a significant bit rate of the metadata stream. The AU fragmenta-
tion mode resulted in an average bit rate of approx. 260 kbps, while
the GOP fragmentation led to roughly 115 kbps. The reduction in
bit rate is based on the fact that the header of each gBSD PU con-
tains verbose XML namespace declarations which cause a signifi-
cant overhead when transmitted for each access unit. Another
observation is that the bit rate of the metadata stream does not di-
rectly depend on the bit rate of the video stream but on the num-
ber of layers.

As a consequence of the high bit rates, the impact of compress-
ing the metadata was investigated in more detail. The bzip2 algo-
rithm [25] was selected for further experiments since it achieves
very competitive compression ratios for gBSD metadata [28]. A
comparison between the actual video bit rate and the resulting
comparison of in-network H.264/SVC adaptation, J. Vis. Commun.
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metadata bit rate for some selected video sequences is given in
Table 2. It clearly shows that the metadata overhead can be re-
duced significantly by bzip2 compression. The achieved compres-
sion factors for the gBSD PUs are illustrated in Fig. 7. The general
observation that can be made is that the average compression fac-
tor increases with the size of the process unit. The resulting aver-
age compression factors for GOP sizes of 16, 32 and 48 were 8.1,
11.6 and 14, respectively. The right most bar in the figure repre-
sents a compression factor of about 26 that can be achieved when
considering the whole sequence as one GOP and compressing the
gBSD without fragmenting it. It can be concluded that the actual
bit rate of the metadata can be reduced to around 10 kbps when
using fragmentation on GOP granularity and compression.

An alternative method to encode the metadata is the Binary for-
mat for Metadata (BiM) [8]. When compressing the PUs with BiM,
compression factors of around 10 for the AU fragmented PUs and
11 for the GOP fragmented PUs can be achieved. This relative con-
stant result can be explained by the way an XML document is en-
coded using BiM. BiM compresses by encoding XML elements,
attributes, and values efficiently, e.g., by using binary representa-
tions of numbers or employing variable length codes, but it does
not remove redundancy within a document. Therefore, also the
GOP size has no longer influence on the compression factor as it
was the case for bzip2.

7.3. Metadata packetization and transport

In a next step, the overhead and the implications when trans-
mitting the gBSD metadata over the network were investigated.
For our evaluation, we considered two different approaches of
transmitting the compressed gBSD PUs. The first approach is to
use a separate RTP stream for the compressed metadata and to
use the standard RFC 3550 RTP packeting mode [22]; this corre-
sponds to the gBSD two-stream solution of Section 5.2. The second
Table 2
Metadata overhead of selected video sequences

Video stream (bit rates in kbps) Metadata (bit rates in kbps)

AU frag. GOP frag.

Sequence Encoding GOP Bit rate Plain BiM bzip2 Plain BiM bzip2

City mgs 16 806 251 24 112 106 10 14
City mgs 32 755 251 24 112 100 9 9
City mgs 48 742 251 24 112 98 9 7
Harbour mgs2 16 2184 257 26 114 112 11 15
Harbour mgs2 32 2056 257 26 114 107 10 10
Harbour mgs2 48 2014 257 26 114 105 10 8
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Fig. 7. Compression factors for gBSD descriptions.
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approach is to encapsulate the gBSD PUs into the SVC stream by
using SEI messages; this corresponds to the gBSD single-stream
solution above (Section 5.3). The SEI messages are then transmitted
as part of the SVC bitstream and are packeted according to the IETF
SVC draft [35]. In the following, both approaches will be denoted as
separate packetization and SEI packetization. For all our packeting
investigations, we considered an MTU of 1500 bytes as is the case
in the predominant Ethernet.

The results of the evaluation can be found in Table 3. It can be
seen that the GOP fragmentation clearly outperforms the AU frag-
mentation in terms of metadata bit rate and the resulting overhead
compared to the video bitstream. Besides, it turns out that the
selection of the packetization does not have a great impact on
the number of additional packets that are produced during packet-
ization. Both separate packetization and SEI packetization lead to
less than 1% more packets.

7.4. Error resilience

As the GOP fragmentation mode has advantages concerning
both the compression efficiency and packetization mode, it was
further evaluated concerning its error resilience behavior in case
of packet losses. Following the idea of the gBSD-based adaptation,
a media bitstream and its corresponding gBSD description are re-
quired for the adaptation. If this adaptation is performed on a
per-GOP basis, the gBSD describing the GOP and the complete bit-
stream of the GOP, i.e., all the AUs belonging to the GOP, have to be
transmitted successfully to the adaptation MANE. For a more de-
tailed analysis of the robustness in case of packet losses, the aver-
age number of packets per GOP was determined for each of the
encoded sequences. It turned out that for the clips foreman, city
and deadline on average 56 media packets were required to trans-
mit a GOP consisting of 16 AUs. For larger GOP sizes of 32 and 48
AUs the average number of packets was 103 and 151, respectively.
Considering the fact that for a successful adaptation more than 50
subsequent packets have to be transmitted successfully, it renders
the GOP-based adaptation approach as not realizable in a real net-
working scenario.

In order to combine both the higher compression efficiency of
the GOP fragmentation mode and the better error resilience behav-
ior of per-AU adaptation, we propose to fragment the gBSD on a
per-GOP basis, yet to perform adaptation on a per-AU basis. The
adaptation on a per-AU basis requires that the gBSD description
of the AU and all media packets belonging to the AU have to be
transmitted successfully to the adaptation MANE. For investigating
the error resilience of this approach, we simulated the streaming of
both metadata and video content for each of the 96 sequences. For
each sequence, the transmission of 50,000 AUs with packet loss ra-
tios of 3%, 5%, 10% and 20% was investigated. The packet loss was
introduced according to the loss patterns available from the ITU
[32]. The probability of receiving (and adapting) a complete AU
was considered as the metric for error resilience. The distribution
of this probability for each of the four loss patterns is given as a
box-plot in Fig. 8. As one can learn from the plot, it is still possible
to adapt around 70 percent of the AUs for most of the sequences
when considering a packet loss rate of 5%.
Table 3
Metadata implications on transport

Fragmentation Metadata stream Packet overhead

Bit rate (kbps) Overhead
(%)

Separate pack. (%) SEI pack. (%)

Per AU 110 13 27 6
Per GOP 10 1–2 0.97 0.5

comparison of in-network H.264/SVC adaptation, J. Vis. Commun.
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8. Performance evaluation

For a direct quantitative comparison of SVC specific and
description driven in-network adaptation MANEs, the following
metrics will be used:

� Transmission delays between server and clients, to a large
degree determined by the delays incurred by the adaptation
MANE.

� Load on, and scalability of, the adaptation MANE, in terms of
CPU usage.

These metrics are directly linked to the utility of the approaches
in real streaming and adaptation systems. In order to achieve re-
sults of practical relevance, we have implemented streaming and
adaptation prototypes using standard technologies as described
below. The implementations are affected by operating systems
and network behavior, e.g., context switches and socket processing
efforts, as well as by complex scheduling effects on various levels,
e.g., in the streaming server or in the multimedia and networking
libraries employed.

The performance results achieved are useful beyond the direct
performance comparison of SVC specific and gBSD based adapta-
tion MANEs. For instance, client jitter buffer dimensioning can
make use of these results, or timed transmission of the media
packets from the adaptation MANE to the clients can be addition-
ally performed. However, such investigations are beyond the scope
of the current paper.

8.1. Prototype implementations

Our prototype implementations are based on standard open
source streaming technologies, namely:

� Darwin Streaming Server [1] used as an RTP/RTSP
implementation.

� Live555 [13] modules used for adaptation and RTP/RTSP clients.
� GPAC [12] for server-side packeting of H.264/SVC video and

metadata.
� XML processing with libxml [26], xerces-c [6] and CodeSynthe-

sis XSD [3].

The streaming server is based on the Darwin Streaming Server
and uses a custom GPAC module to packetize H.264/SVC according
to the recent RTP specification [35]. It streams the metadata in
plain RTP packets and uses the marker bit to enable fragmentation
of the NALUs over more than one RTP packet. The adaptation
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MANE is also based on Darwin and uses the Live555 RTSP client
to communicate with the streaming server. A Live555 module is
used to perform the actual adaptation and is located between the
Live555 RTP source (more or less the RTP client) and the RTP sink,
which sends the adapted video stream to end-user client. The end-
user client is Live555’s openRTSP, a simple command line client. All
implemented in-network adaptation MANEs have the same soft-
ware basis, only the Live555 source–adaptation module–sink chain
differs, as explained generally in Sections 4 and 5.

8.2. Packet-forwarding MANE

In addition to the MANEs described in Sections 4 and 5, a simple
packet forwarding MANE was implemented to serve as a reference.
This packet forwarder simply takes the RTP payload of an incoming
packet and fills this payload into an outgoing packet. Additionally,
the presentation time and marker bit of the incoming packet have
to be considered when sending out the packet to the client. This
MANE enables us to measure how much basic processing effort
the RTP de-packeting, AU aggregation, adaptation process, AU frag-
mentation, and RTP packeting steps will induce, which have to be
performed by any adaptation MANE.

8.3. Evaluation prerequisites and test setup

As a result of the metadata analysis of the encoded video con-
tent and the possible GOP sizes, it was concluded that a GOP size
of 32 frames (GOP32) has the most benefit for the proposed
streaming scenarios. Due to the metadata aggregation on a GOP ba-
sis, the metadata overhead is much lower than on an AU basis; er-
ror resilience is good because the adaptation scheme can still work
on an AU basis. Hence, only GOP32 variants of the test content
were considered for performance evaluation, because they give
the best metadata overhead–to–error resilience ratio. We reduced
the evaluated encoding sets to mgs and mgs2 because they provide
balanced options in the temporal, spatial, and quality adaptation
dimensions, which fits best in an open adaptation scenario. The vi-
deo streams used for the evaluations and their bit rates are de-
scribed in Table 4.

Because all implemented adaptation MANEs have the same
software basis, we can safely assume that the measurements only
show the overhead due to the specific adaptation mechanism. We
have now to consider one packet forwarder and three adaptation
MANEs, which are the following:

� Packet forwarder (packet forward).
� SVC specific adaptation MANE (SVC specific).
� gBSD with single stream carrying both video data and metadata,

termed SEI packetization in Section 7 (gBSD 1 stream).
� gBSD with two separate streams, termed separate packetization

of media data and metadata in Section 7 (gBSD 2 stream).

For delay measurements, we used a special method to retrieve
accurate end-to-end delays. In general, this is problematic because
Table 4
Video streams used for performance evaluation

Sequence Encoding set (max. resolution@frame
rate)

GOP
size

Bit rate in kbps

City mgs (CIF@30 Hz) 32 755
Deadline mgs (CIF@30 Hz) 32 719
Foreman mgs (CIF@30 Hz) 32 715
Harbour mgs (CIF@30 Hz) 32 1281
City mgs2 (4CIF@30 Hz) 32 1247
Harbour mgs2 (4CIF@30 Hz) 32 2056

comparison of in-network H.264/SVC adaptation, J. Vis. Commun.
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of clock synchronization issues. By simply placing the streaming
server and the clients on the same computer, we overcome this
synchronization problem. Also we can safely assume that the mea-
sured results will only be inferior to a solution with the server sep-
arate from the clients, because of concurrency issues. Fig. 9 shows
the test setup, which consists of two DELL PowerEdge 1850 servers
with two Intel Xeon 3.0 GHz EM64T processors with Hyperthread-
ing disabled. In each computer, the main memory comprises 2 GB
and the operating system is Ubuntu Linux 6.06.1 (dapper) with
kernel 2.6.15 (�86_64). The servers are connected via Intel(R)
PRO/1000 network cards (1 Gbps) to a Gigabit Ethernet network
switch.

8.4. Evaluation results

This quantitative evaluation shows the impact of in-network
adaptation on the transmission delay. In addition, the load on the
adaptation MANE for multiple streams is compared for the differ-
ent implementations.

For all measurements, 30 clients were receiving the same con-
tent from the streaming server via the adaptation MANE. There
was no packet loss during transmission for all clients and mea-
surements. The first 100 seconds were removed from the result
data sets, because in the startup phase the number of clients is
not constant (i.e., clients are being started one after the other in
this time frame) and the delay may be better than the worst case
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(i.e., when all clients are being served). The delay between the
streaming server and the client is measured on a picture-by-pic-
ture basis. So after fully sending/receiving the last NAL unit of a
picture (i.e., of an AU), the timestamp for the picture is recorded.
This is done for each stream served by the streaming server and
on each client. The test sequences were being played in a loop for
a total of 54,000 pictures, which results in a streaming and play-
out time of 30 min. The adaptation process was enabled for all
adaptation MANEs, but the adaptation decision was selected in
such a manner that all packets are passed through. This would
be the worst case scenario, because all of the data has to be han-
dled by the adaptation MANE and transmitted to the client. In the
evaluations, this ‘‘pass-through” operation for all packets is re-
quired in order to achieve correct transmission delay measure-
ments.

To illustrate how the bit rate of the video is responsible for the
processing delay of the adaptation MANEs, three representative vi-
deo sequences have been selected, which are foreman mgs, city
mgs2, and harbour mgs2. Fig. 10 shows the induced delay for the
foreman sequence with an overall bit rate for all 30 clients of about
20 Mbps, Fig. 11 shows the delay for city (approx. 35 Mbps), and
Fig. 12 depicts the delay for harbour (around 60 Mbps). In Fig. 13,
the average CPU usage for each measurement run is shown.

The graphs show that each adaptation MANE architecture has a
similarly formed cumulative delay distribution function, but with
markedly different mean and median values and standard devia-
tions. By comparing packet forwarding with the SVC specific adapta-
tion solution, it becomes evident that the additional processing
effort due to the RTP de-packeting, AU aggregation, adaptation,
AU fragmentation, and RTP packeting steps is very low, because
the adaptation engine used for SVC specific adaptation is very
simple.

The delays of the description driven adaptation approaches,
gBSD 1 stream and gBSD 2 stream, are notably higher, mainly be-
cause of the processing required for decompressing and parsing
the XML text (gBSD metadata). In addition, the required synchroni-
zation of the metadata and the video data increases this delay. The
delay jitter increases significantly as well, as indicated by the stan-
dard deviation results.

The gBSD two-stream solution (gBSD 2 stream) is inferior to the
single-stream solution (gBSD 1 stream) because it uses an addi-
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tional RTP channel for metadata transport. The data from this
channel has to be retrieved from a network socket and synchro-
nized with the separate video RTP channel.

Yet, the increased delays and the additional jitter of the gBSD
solutions can be regarded as tolerable since more than 90% of the
frames are delayed by less than one frame time of the video (1/
30 s) and more than 99% of the frames by less than two frame
times.

In direct comparison, Figs. 10–12 reveal that the delay distribu-
tion is also directly dependent on the bit rate of the video: higher
bit rates lead to increases both of delay and jitter.

Furthermore, the CPU consumption (Fig. 13) increases with the
bit rate, yet rather modestly. This increase is mainly due to the
Please cite this article in press as: R. Kuschnig et al., Design options and
(2008), doi:10.1016/j.jvcir.2008.07.004
higher media data throughput; gBSD metadata size and thus
metadata processing effort is almost constant across the different
test streams and bit rates (at the same degree of adaptation facil-
ities that the streams offer). CPU usage results are consistent with
the delay distribution results: the lowest computational effort is
needed for packet forwarding followed by the simple SVC specific
adaptation, gBSD 1 stream, and gBSD 2 stream. The gBSD based
adaptation solutions are notably outperformed by the simple
SVC specific adaptation implementation by factors of approx.
three to five. (These factors are derived by comparing the CPU
usage values for the two approaches and factoring out the CPU
load that both have in common, i.e., the reference load for packet
forwarding.) While the gBSD solutions induce more computational
comparison of in-network H.264/SVC adaptation, J. Vis. Commun.
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load, still a significant number of parallel streams (30, in the
figures shown, representing up to 60 Mbps of throughput) can

be handled in real time on a standard PC-based adaptation
MANE.
9. Conclusions

In this paper, we evaluated mechanisms for adapting SVC video
streams on a mid-network adaptation MANE and compared both
codec aware and MPEG-21 gBSD metadata driven adaptation
approaches.

The gBSD description driven adaptation technique has major
conceptual advantages. It represents a codec agnostic way of
(scalable) media stream adaptation, is thus easily extensible to
new media coding formats, is flexible in the sense that various
levels of description and adaptation granularity can be covered,
and is powerful in that format independent modifications can
be performed, e.g., semantic adaptations based on the violence
levels of scenes. These properties come along as a result of the
generic adaptation machinery that transforms the XML-based bit-
stream syntax descriptions and generates the adapted bitstreams
associated with the modified descriptions. Only the specific gBSD
descriptions, adaptation decisions, and the parameters steering
the adaptation process are application dependent.

Based on full implementations of the adaptation approaches
under consideration and on our evaluations, we can conclude that
the gBSD based adaptation approach is a viable alternative to SVC
specific adaptation, provided that a competitive implementation of
the gBSD based approach is available. Our gBSD implementation is
advanced in the sense that it does not rely on standard XML trans-
formation techniques (like XSLT), but realizes a more efficient way
to modify an XML based bitstream description and to generate the
adapted bitstream (by directly manipulating the C++ object tree,
rather than relying on XSLT processing on the DOM tree). Yet,
the approach is compliant to the gBSDtoBin process as specified
in the MPEG-21 DIA standard.

According to our experimental results, gBSD description driven
adaptation is inferior to SVC specific adaptation by factors of ap-
prox. three to five, in terms of delay induced on the end-to-end
Please cite this article in press as: R. Kuschnig et al., Design options and
(2008), doi:10.1016/j.jvcir.2008.07.004
media transmission path and in terms of computational load gen-
erated on the adaptation MANE. Yet, gBSD based adaptation can
well be performed in real time for up to 60 Mbps of throughput
(30 parallel streams of approx. 2 Mbps bit rate each) on a stan-
dard desktop machine.

Furthermore, the gBSD based adaptation and the packet han-
dling at the MANE introduce additional jitter on the packetized
video stream. However, the amount of jitter can be regarded as
manageable since more than 90% of the frames are delayed by
less than one frame time of the video (1/30 s) and more than
99% of the frames by less than two frame times in the above
situation.

It was found that the metadata overhead can be heavily reduced
when describing the video stream on a per-GOP basis. This aggre-
gation and the resulting redundancy within the metadata can then
be utilized for a more efficient compression. The resulting bit rate
of the compressed metadata stream is around 1% of the bit rate of
the video stream. For the actual adaptation, it turned out that the
adaptation on a per-AU basis (combined with the description on
a per-GOP basis, sent in advance of the GOP’s media data) is advan-
tageous since, qualitatively, it provides the full adaptation flexibil-
ity inherent in the SVC bitstream and, quantitatively, it both
reduces the delay introduced by the adaptation MANE and in-
creases the error resilience.

Finally, it turned out that transporting the gBSD description
within the SVC media stream in the form of customized SEI mes-
sages (gBSD single-stream solution), is superior in performance to
transmitting the gBSD metadata on a second RTP channel (gBSD
two-stream solution). Managing and serving an additional RTP
channel is expensive. In the specific case of this paper, metadata
can be encapsulated in the media data (SVC) stream, thus the
separate RTP channel can be avoided. For a fully generic adapta-
tion MANE or in case gBSD metadata cannot be embedded into
the media data stream, the gBSD two-stream solution must be
adopted, employing the generic RTP payload format.

The results of this paper, i.e., the conceptual benefits and the
performance drawbacks of the gBSD description driven adaptation
mechanism as compared to the SVC specific technique, will sup-
port the decision which adaptation approach to use in a specific
application.
comparison of in-network H.264/SVC adaptation, J. Vis. Commun.
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